
Getting started Windows
Demostory is a stand-alone browser that needs to be installed. If you have not already, you can
download the browser here: (https://www.demostory.io/download).

Installing
Download the windows version and open once its finished downloading

After 30 seconds to a minute the browser should automatically open. If not, a desktop icon will
also be created. Click on that to open the browser.

https://www.demostory.io/download
https://www.demostory.io/download


Signing in
An email address is all that is needed to log in. Either sign up on the site at demostory.io or via
the browser signup screen by clicking “Not A User, Signup?”

After entering your email in the Sign In, the tab will close and the browser is ready to be used.
There is no need to sign in again unless using a new computer or your trial / subscription
expires.

Saving logins and demo setups
After logging in, the password manager will ask to save your Username and Password:

https://www.demostory.io/


Save the demo setup for the browser to remember the logins, tab names, colors, urls, and tab
order. To save- Open the Menu and select “Save Setup As”:

This will prompt to save a Json file. The system will also create a shortcut to launch the saved
setup. Do not try to open or edit the Json files just make sure they are saved somewhere where
they will not get deleted.



After saving the setup a shortcut will get created on the desktop. Use that to launch the saved
demos. Leave the Json files as is. To update a saved demo saving over an existing Json file is
fine.

Editing Tabs
Edit tab names and colors by right clicking on the tab and selecting “Edit tab”:

“Apply to all session tabs” will set all tabs in that session to the edited name.
“Apply to new tabs” will automatically add the name to any tabs opened in that session. It will
also lock the tab name. To re-edit the name uncheck “Apply to new tabs”



Sessions
Each new tab is its own new session like a new chrome profile, incognito window, or separate
browser tab. There is no limit on the amount of sessions that can be open. To open a new
session simply open a new tab by clicking the ‘+’ button or right clicking a tab and selecting
“New tabt”.

Open multiple tabs in the same session by right clicking on a tab and selecting “new tab same
session”



Sharing demos
The entire demo setup, including logins, can be shared with other demostory browser users via
the Import-Export feature. Go to the browser menu and select ‘Export Setup’ and name the file.
It can take anywhere from 30 seconds to a few minutes to create the export zip file. Export
process is complete once the exporting profiles notification has stopped.



Import a saved demo by going to the browser menu and selecting ‘Import Setup’ then select the
zip file created from the demo export. Do not unzip the file. The browser will close while doing
the import. It can take anywhere from 30 seconds to a few minutes for the browser to reopen.




